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Latest news from the world of amusement by



Mirabilandia adds Far West Valley for 2016
Two new Zamperla rides are key elements of new themed area

After a long period during which many parks added new multi-million dollar/euro roller coasters, a lot of 

operators around the world are now taking the decision to introduce new themed areas incorporating a mix of 

family rides and perhaps one or two major rides, such as the Zamperla Air Race or the Disk’O Coaster, as 

centrepiece attractions within the new section.

One park that has done this for 2016 is Mirabilandia, Italy’s largest park in terms of size and second in terms of 

visitor numbers, with the introduction of its new Far West Valley area.

Created on an area of 19,000sq.m within the park boundary, the new area features a number of re-themed 

existing attractions in addition to three new rides, two of which were supplied by Zamperla. One of these is a 

Disk’O Coaster featuring 24 horse-themed seats and a compact track of 65m. Interestingly, the park located the 

attraction at the entrance to the new area so that guests have to pass under its central hump to gain access to Far 

West Valley.

And thanks to the impressive impact the Disk’O Coaster has made, the park has been using it as the main element 

in advertisements and promotional videos this year, conirming its credentials as not only a great ride but also as a 

fantastic marketing tool.

Visitors can also enjoy the new Kite Flyer 12 supplied by 

Zamperla for the new area, which takes up to 24 passengers 

on a simulated light with vultures. And signiicantly, thanks 

to our wide range of attractions and the many diferent 

themes we have developed for these over the years, we were 

able to ofer Mirabilandia two ideal custom-themed rides 

which already existed in our portfolio, thus avoiding the 

additional costs of creating new designs and moulds for the 

rides.

So if you are a park operator looking to develop a new themed 

area, with all the options we have to ofer you know Zamperla 

can help you create something special at an afordable price!



Tayto enjoys second year of expansion
Ireland’s Tayto Park adds more fun and thrills with 4 new Zamperla rides

Dino delights in Lost Kingdom
Themed Demolition Derby features in new theme area at Paultons Park

The UK’s Paultons Park opened a brand new Jurassic 

themed area, Lost Kingdom, for the 2016 season, which 

incorporates a number of new and rebranded rides. Among 

these is an example of Zamperla’s Demolition Derby, on 

which the standard rider vehicles have been transformed 

by our Art Dept. into dinosaur eggs and giant stones which 

move around on a rock themed platform.

The attraction is another example of the company’s ability to 

adapt existing, standard rides to the theme required by the 

customer.

In our September 2015 newsletter we provided details of Tayto Park’s expansion plans for this year, which at the time included 

three more attractions from the Zamperla range. We mentioned that these would be a 12m Merry-Go-Round, an example of 

the brand new, 48-seat Endeavour and ‘a thrill ride currently still being discussed.’ This ride turned out to be a Power Surge. 

Subsequently the owners of the park visited the Zamperla booth at the IAAPA Expo in Orlando in November and fell in love with 

the WindstarZ on display, placing an order for one of these attractions which was installed at the park in June this year, in addition 

to the aforementioned three rides. The Endeavour 48 (48 seats) and WindstarZ are the latest additions to Zamperla’s portfolio 

of rides. The former, which is also available as a 24-seat version, is a redevelopment of an old favourite attraction now with some 

new features, such as open, suspended seats which allow riders to ly freely through the air and the patent pending lifting system 

that negates the high cost of foundation works which 

were required for the older version of the ride.

 WindstarZ is a unique, interactive family ride which allows passengers 

to control the movement of the sail on their own hang glider style vehicle, thus allowing the hang 

glider to move up and down. The ride was an instant hit with operators when introduced at the end of last year and in addition to those 

examples already in operation, many more will soon also be providing fun and excitement to park-goers around the world.



Zamperla’s rides thrill and excite at 
Finnish parks
A Discovery Revolution and a Magic Bikes make their debuts

Two new Zamperla rides have been installed in 

Finland this year. The irst is a 30-seat Discovery 

Revolution added to the line-up of thrill rides on 

ofer at Särkänniemi. The park named the ride ‘X’ 

and it is promoted as one of the scariest ride in 

Europe. During the ride, passengers experience 

the thrill of being upside down at a height of 30m 

before falling down, facing the ground, at a speed 

of 80 km/h, as well as experiencing 4.7G of 

acceleration.

In contrast to the high thrills of the Discovery Revolution, 

Linnanmaki decided to install one of Zamperla’s best-

selling family rides, a Magic Bikes 8, this particular example 

incorporating a special circus theme. Thanks to its 

interactivity the Magic Bikes has become one of the most 

sought after rides for parks all over the world.

Fly like a dragon at Heide Park
Giant Sky Chaser adds airborne excitement to new themed area at German park

Germany’s Heide Park opened a brand new area in 2016 

themed on the DreamWorks movie How to Train Your 

Dragon and within which visitors can experience the 

unique flying sensations provided by a Giant Sky Chaser 

supplied by Zamperla. At Heide Park it is known as the 

Himmelsstürmer. The ride is a larger version of the popular 

Kite Flyer and features eight, specially designed gondolas 

in which up to four people lie on their fronts. Once the ride 

commences, riders begin to fly through the air at different 

heights as they travel around a central column.

As a result of the way it moves the Giant Sky Chaser fits 

perfectly with the theme of the area, while in addition to this 

Zamperla’s Art Dept. once again demonstrated its ability to 

create an attraction that matches perfectly with the 

associated IP.
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Parks in France continue to demonstrate their love of Zamperla’s rides 

with many installations being completed year after year. Just to give you 

a taste of some of the more recent projects we have carried out, the 

following is a photo gallery of rides installed in 2016 …

Disk‘o Coaster@Park Asterix

Demolition Derby@Fraispetuis City 

Vive la France!
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Rockin‘ Tug@Parc Du Bocasse
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Flash Tower@Ange Michel

Watermania@Le Mer De Sable
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